
CHALLENGE
A medical device and IT company serving healthcare providers and OEMs did not 
meet security standards and was at risk due to its unmanaged security tools and 
a lack of investing in IT security. The organization was recently acquired and the 
new owners required an immediate resolution to step up security operations and 
adhere to CIS18 standards. As a result, the company searched for a cybersecurity 
partner that was proven, trusted and recommended. 

SOLUTION
The medical device and IT company selected Thrive for its healthcare industry 
managed IT success, compliance expertise and deep portfolio of cybersecurity 
solutions. The Thrive team performed a Cybersecurity Risk Assessment to identify 
potential security risks. Next, Thrive’s experts quickly implemented Thrive’s 
Managed Endpoint Security and Response service, the only endpoint protection 
platform that delivers threat protection both pre-and post-infection in real-time. 
Thrive also provided several additional cybersecurity solutions, including Managed 
SIEM and SOC, Managed Patching and Vulnerability Scanning to ensure the 
healthcare company was operating at optimal performance with fortified security 
measures in place. 

RESULT
As a result of Thrive’s robust suite of managed cybersecurity services and 24x7 
technical support, the medical device and IT company rapidly experienced 
significant improvements in securing its IT operations and network and protecting 
sensitive patient and provider data. The company was pleased with Thrive’s fast 
deployment of cybersecurity solutions and is planning to add more Thrive services 
in the future.  
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A leading medical device and IT company at risk 
for security breaches selected Thrive to improve its 
cybersecurity to protect critical healthcare data. 

CASE STUDY

How can Thrive help your business?
Thrive is a leading provider of outsourced IT Infrastructure designed to drive 
business outcomes by helping you get the most out of your IT.  

To learn more about our services, contact us at 866.205.2810 or 
info@thrivenetworks.com
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SERVICES
 � Cybersecurity Risk 
Assessment

 � Managed SIEM

 � Security Operations 
Center (SOC)

 � Endpoint Detection 
and Response 

 � Managed Patching

 � Vulnerability Scanning


